Guide to creating your ‘Team Principles’ – Facilitation Tips
Hejne, Rafal (Barnet Partnership) <Rafal.Hejne@capita.co.uk>
Purpose of document
This document contains useful guidance and tips for creating your own ‘Team Principles’ and as well as address some common questions you or your teams
might raise.
So why should we have this discussion?
It’s a great opportunity for managers and team(s) to sit down and agree how they work together in a way which balances empowering staff to work more
flexibly and at the same time ensuring the delivery of the best services to our customers. The Modern Working Policy has been created to provide general
guidance about working flexibly and covers both manager and team responsibilities and expectations. ‘Team Principles’ are about taking that guidance and
making it work at a team level – TW3 is not designed to be a ‘one size fits all’ - that would not be very empowering after all and not linked to our purpose ☺.
What’s handy to discuss?
Start with Why! Famous leadership writers Simon Sineck & Stephen Covey emphasise the need for businesses and teams to start with ‘Why’
and know the ‘outcome you’re seeking to achieve’ - where are you trying to get to in other words. So it can be a handy starting point to
clarify your team purpose and your why! Check out this short clip to learn more about this.
In the TW3 development programme we talk about the shift from managing by presentism to managing by outcome. This discussion is a great chance to
re-iterate team outcomes and re-focus priorities for the year ahead (and where individuals contribute to this – which most people will have as part of their
objective setting or discussed at mid-year reviews for LBB staff). You can also explore opportunities and potential challenges the move presents.
Questions to prompt discussion if not clear are:
•
•
•
•
•

If we were to describe what our team does in 30 seconds what would we say?
What’s our top priorities for the year ahead
What’s the key things we’ll deliver as a team and how do we as individuals contribute to this?
What potential opportunities does this open up for us? Could we deliver services differently?
What potential challenges might we come across and how do we get past them?

When you are clear on the ‘why’ then you can get into the details

Encourage ….

Included below is a ‘Team Principle’ (TP) template with some helpful tips about how to make these work well!

Team Principle for (Insert Team Name) - 'How we will work'
Review Date: XXXX
(eg 3 months from date agreed)

Date Agreed : XXXX
What’s important to us as a team about how we
work

• Review of your TPs every 3
months to ensure it accounts
for any changes.
• Linking these to team plans and
performance reviews.
• Building on existing practice.

For example...
• Being clear on what we are trying to achieve as a team, our outcomes and deliverables
• Being able to collaborate, share information, offering a joined up service, supporting each other, feeling
trusted and empowered

Avoid …
• Sticking it in a drawer and never referring back to it – why invest the time if not going to use it! Plus if you want to create a change you need to reinforce
what you want to happen and also keep reviewing it to ensure it works.
Where and when we will work to best deliver
services
*Please note that if a team member is seeking to
change their formal working pattern on a longer
term basis (eg to compressed hours, 9 day
fortnight) they will need to do submit a formal
application via The Right to Request Flexible
Working Policy which (if approved) will mean a
change to their contract)

•

How will we organise ourselves? If, due to the nature of our work, someone is required to be in the office
each day, for example: customer facing receptionist – agree who will cover via a team rota?
• Where are the other options we can work from to best deliver services e.g. main office, home or partner
office, café or other suitable location
• What informal flexibility can we build in as a team?
Avoid …
• All working from home on a Friday - is it really
practical?
Encourage …
• Assuming that working from home always needs to
• Team to think about customers and
be on the same day, you should remain flexible to
when they need to be available for
respond to business needs.
them and build flexibility around this.
• Working on confidential/sensitive materials in
• Checking in with your HR Business
unsuitable places.
Partner if unsure about any of this.
• Working from home if it is hard to separate work
and domestic caring responsibilities.

How we will communicate, meet and support
one another

•
•
•
•
•

How will we keep in touch when working remotely or from different locations?
How often will we meet and how will we run these meetings? Face to face, virtual via Skype or a
combination (and how do we manage and co-ordinate that within our floors/directorates)?
How can we make best use of technology to enhance how we communicate?
How will we ensure the team feel connected?

Encourage….
• Meeting more often yet for less time if working more remotely eg every 2 weeks for an
hour rather than once month for 2 hours.
• Setting up virtual meeting or make it easy for people to Skype in or try different types of
meeting like stand ups.
• Instant message (IM) you colleagues to keep in touch/use video to join into session
/meetings so you can see people.
What are the practical things we will need to do
to make this work (Housekeeping)?

•
•
•

• Continuing with good practices around Lone working and keeping safe.
• Clearing the desk at the day and wiping it clean so ready for next person.
•
•
•

Encourage ….
• Reviewing any processes that might get in the way of
working more flexibly.
• Signing up to any refresher training.
• Seeking support from change managers or change
champions for further tips and guidance.

• Think because colleagues are at home or working remotely
they are not contactable - they are working so should be
available via Skype or mobile (unless using time to
concentrate on a specific task – then can add do not disturb)

How will we implement hot-desking/clear desk arrangements when in the office?
How will team members know where we are and when we are free? e.g. Agree to Outlook calendars are
being set to open, kept up to date/open, Skype presence up to date
What other things might we need to think about when out of the office? Lone working, DSE etc

Encourage….
• Keeping Skype presence and location up to date.

What improvements or support might we need
to initiate to make the most of modern ways of
working?

Avoid …
• Having all team meetings for a service on same day as this
will place higher demands on desks and meeting rooms.

Avoid …
• Having calendars closed, if you have private appointment mark as private,
otherwise keep open.
• Sitting at the same desk everyday (unless you need to) as supports others
to hotdesk.

Are there some processes or practices that we might need to change/do differently?
What support might we need to make this successful?
What training might we need a refresher on? eg DSE
Avoid ….
• Using workspaces that are not suitable.
• Feeling isolated when working remotely –
IM or call team members if need to contact
someone!

Common questions
What about flexi-time and people who have formal works arrangements that have been agreed as part of their contract?
Team principles are separate from any Flexi-time (time in lieu) arrangements that might be operating in the service. Flexi-time (time in
lieu) will continue for those services who wish to operate this. Any additional flexibility will be built round this and up for managers and
teams to agree.
If an employee wants to permanently or temporarily change their working hours or pattern eg compressed working week/9-day fortnight
etc – this falls under ‘The Right to Request Flexible Working Policy’ as this is a formal alternation to the employee’s contract. They will
need to apply for this and it will be subject to approval. Any existing arrangement will stand until changed or reviewed as subject to
needs of the service.
Some team members don’t want to have work from home? Do they have to?
No, they don’t. Being able to work more remotely is an opportunity available to people. Not everyone’s home set up is designed for this
and it’s not something suited to everyone, so it is very much a choice and based on the nature of work that team does and whether this
is feasible.
What if our Team Principles don’t work well?
Simple - change it! Team Principles are not designed to be set in stone, teams should review these regularly to ensure they work. One of the pilot teams started out with
certain principles yet found after trying them out they didn’t work so revised them.
What about people who have formal arrangements that have been agreed as part of their contract? How does that work for the rest of the team?
These arrangements stand unless the business needs or personal circumstances change. In regards to the rest of the team this will be for the team and manager to work with
these arrangements.

